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Kathy Cooper

From: Antoinette Yachna <info@email.actionnetwork.org>
Thursday, August 02, 2018 4:20 PM

Subject I Support the New Overtime Regulation.

AUG —2 2018

George Bedwick,

Dear Chairman George Bedwick:

I am writing to support the Department of Labor and Industry’s new

regulation Amendments to 34 Pa. Code Chapter 231 regarding Overtime

Pay [Minimum Wage #12-106 (IRRC# 3202)]. Governor Wolf s proposed

change regarding the Executive, Administrative, and Professional (EAP)

salaried worker exemptions is a crucial step toward preventing worker

misclassification on the job and the exploitation of labor.

In Pennsylvania, there are an estimated 465000 workers who currently fafl

into the EAP exemption but would not be exempt under the proposed

regulation. The current federal level for workers included in the Fair Labor

Standards Act is $23,660, however, the state level can be as low as

$8,600; the new regulation raises the threshold to $48,000.

In 1975, more than 60% of salaried workers nationwide were protected by

overtime laws, but today it’s only 8%. This regulation is crucial for working

men and women because of the continuous increases to the costs of living

and housing after 40 years since the last regulation.

When President Trump rejected the U.S. Department of Labor’s new

overtime protections American workers lost over $1 billion in their yearly

salary. We must act at the state and local levels to take on the

responsibility when workers are abandoned at the federal level. Workers

should be compensated for every hour they work, regardless of their

classification.

Sincerely,

1



Antoinette Yachna

antiel 2(äThotmail.com

1011 MadaranoDr

Throop, Pennsylvania 18447
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Kathy Cooper

From: Amber Miller <amiller@usw.org>
Sent: Thursday, August 02, 2018 4:11 PM
To: IRRC
Subject: I Support the New Overtime Regulation. W LIU)

AUG —22018

Independent Regulatory
George Bedwick, Review Commission

Dear Chairman George Bedwick:

I am writing to support the Department of Labor and Industry’s new

regulation “Amendments to 34 Pa. Code Chapter 231 regarding Overtime

Pay’ [Minimum Wage #12-106 (IRRC# 3202)], Governor Wolf’s proposed

change regarding the Executive, Administrative, and Professional (EAP)

salaried worker exemptions is a crucial step toward preventing worker

misclassification on the job and the exploitation of labor.

In Pennsylvania, there are an estimated 465,000 workers who currently fall

into the EAP exemption but would not be exempt under the proposed

regulation. The current federal level for workers included in the Fair Labor

Standards Act is $23660. however, the state level can be as low as

$8,600; the new regulation raises the threshold to $48,000.

In 1975, more than 60% of salaried workers nationwide were protected by

overtime laws, but today it’s only 8%. This regulation is crucial for working

men and women because of the continuous increases to the costs of living

and housing after 40 years since the last regulation.

When President Trump rejected the U.S. Department of Labor’s new

overtime protections American workers lost over $1 billion in their yearly

salary. We must act at the state and local levels to take on the

responsibility when workers are abandoned at the federal level. Workers

should be compensated for every hour they work, regardless of their

classification.

Sincerely,

1



Amber Miller

amillerusw,org

61 Poycroft Ave

Pittsburgh Pennsylvania 15228
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Kathy Cooper

From: Louise Wilson <info@email.actionnetwork.org>
Sent: Thursday, August 02, 2018 4:04 PM
To: IRRC

-u
Subject Isupport the New Overtime Regulation.

AUG -22018

Independent Regulatory
George Bedwick, Review Commissjpp_

Dear Chairman George Bedwick:

am writing to support the Department of Labor and Industry’s new

regulation ‘Amendments to 34 Pa. Code Chapter 231 regarding Overtime

Pay [Minimum Wage #12-106 (IRRC# 3202)]. Governor Wolf s proposed

change regarding the Executive, Administrative, and Professional (EAP)

salaried worker exemptions is a crucial step toward preventing worker

misclassification on the job and the exploitation of labor.

In Pennsylvania, there are an estimated 465,000 workers who currently fall

into the EAP exemption but would not be exempt under the proposed

regulation. The current federal level for workers included in the Fair Labor

Standards Act is $23,660, however, the state level can be as low as

$8,600; the new regulation raises the threshold to $48,000.

In 1975, more than 60% of salaried workers nationwide were protected by

overtime laws, but today it’s only 8%. This regulation is crucial for working

men and women because of the continuous increases to the costs of living

and housing after 40 years since the last regulation.

When President Trump rejected the U.S. Department of Labor’s new

overtime protections American workers lost over $1 billion in their yearly

salary. We must act at the state and local levels to take on the

responsibility when workers are abandoned at the federal level. Workers

should be compensated for every hour they work, regardless of their

classification.

Sincerely,

1



Louise Wilson

IouiseannwilsoncEThotmail.com

182 Mallory Lane

Mineral Point, Pennsylvania 15942
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Kathy Cooper

From: Barry Cutler <info@email.actionnetwork.org>
Sent Thursday, August 02, 2018 4:23 PM
To: IRRC
Subject: I Support the New Overtime Regulation.

AUG —22018

Ifldepend Regulatory
Review Commission

Dear Chairman George Bedwick:

I am writing to support the Department of Labor and Industry’s new

regulation Amendments to 34 Pa. Code Chapter 231 regarding Overtime

Pay” [Minimum Wage #12-106 (IRRC# 3202)J. Governor Wolf s proposed

change regarding the Executive, Administrative, and Professional (EAP)

salaried worker exemptions is a crucial step toward preventing worker

misclassification on the job and the exploitation of labor.

In Pennsylvania, there are an estimated 465,000 workers who currently fall

into the EAP exemption but would not be exempt under the proposed

regulation. The current federal level for workers included in the Fair Labor

Standards Act is $23,660, however, the state level can be as low as

$8,600: the new regulation raises the threshold to $48,000.

In 1975, more than 60% of salaried workers nationwide were protected by

overtime laws, but today it’s only 8%. This regulation is crucial for working

men and women because of the continuous increases to the costs of living

and housing after 40 years since the last regulation.

When President Trump rejected the U.S. Department of Labor’s new

overtime protections American workers lost over $1 billion in their yearly

salary. We must act at the state and local levels to take on the

responsibility when workers are abandoned at the federal level. Workers

should be compensated for every hour they work, regardless of their

classification.

Sincerely,

1



Barry Cutler

bcutler529(äpmail.com

115 Wyndmoor Rd

Springfield, Pennsylvania 19064
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Kathy Cooper J

From: Fred Newlin <info@email.actionnetwork.org>
Sent: Thursday, August 02, 2018 3:56 PM
To: IRRC
Subject: I Support the New Overtime ReguLation.

AUG —2 2018

Independent Regulatory
Review Commission

George Bedwick,

Dear Chairman George Bedwick:

I am writing to support the Department of Labor and Industry’s new

regulation Amendments to 34 Pa. Code Chapter 231 regarding Overtime

Pay’ [Minimum Wage #12-106 (IRRC# 3202)]. Governor Wolf’s proposed

change regarding the Executive, Administrative, and Professional (EAP)

salaried worker exemptions is a crucial step toward preventing worker

misclassification on the job and the exploitation of labor.

In Pennsylvania, there are an estimated 465,000 workers who currently fall

into the EAP exemption but would not be exempt under the proposed

regulation. The current federal level for workers included in the Fair Labor

Standards Act is $23,660, however, the state level can be as low as

$8,600; the new regulation raises the threshold to $48,000.

In 1975, more than 60% of salaried workers nationwide were protected by

overtime laws, but today it’s only 8%. This regulation is crucial for working

men and women because of the continuous increases to the costs of living

and housing after 40 years since the last regulation.

When President Trump rejected the U.S. Department of Labor’s new

overtime protections American workers lost over $1 billion in their yearly

salary. We must act at the state and local levels to take on the

responsibility when workers are abandoned at the federal level. Workers

should be compensated for every hour they work, regardless of their

classification.

Sincerely,

1



Fred Newlin

psunewlin(WaoI.com

3614 Allegheny Rd.

Erie, Pennsylvania 16508

2



Kathy Cooper

From: Tim Miller <info@email.actionnetwork.org>
Sent: Thursday, August 02, 2018 3:52 PM
To: IRRC
Subject: I Support the New Overtime Regulation.

AUG —2 2018

Independent Regulatory
— Review Commission

George Bedwick,

Dear Chairman George Bedwick:

I am writing to support the Department of Labor and Industry’s new

regulation “Amendments to 34 Pa. Code Chapter 231 regarding Overtime

Pay’ [Minimum Wage #12-106 (IRRC# 3202)]. Governor Wolf’s proposed

change regarding the Executive, Administrative, and Professional (EAP)

salaried worker exemptions is a crucial step toward preventing worker

misclassification on the job and the exploitation of labor.

In Pennsylvania, there are an estimated 465,000 workers who currently fall

into the EAP exemption but would not be exempt under the proposed

regulation. The current federal level for workers included in the Fair Labor

Standards Act is $23,660, however, the state level can be as low as

$8,600; the new regulation raises the threshold to $48,000.

In 1975, more than 60% of salaried workers nationwide were protected by

overtime laws, but today it’s only 8%. This regulation is crucial for working

men and women because of the continuous increases to the costs of living

and housing after 40 years since the last regulation.

When President Trump rejected the U.S. Department of Labor’s new

overtime protections American workers lost over $1 billion in their yearly

salary. We must act at the state and local levels to take on the

responsibility when workers are abandoned at the federal level. Workers

should be compensated for every hour they work, regardless of their

cia ssification.

Sincerely,

1



Tim Miller

timmilIer203(ägmail.com

500 N 18th St

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19130

2



Kathy Cooper

From: Don Sherman <info@email.actionnetwork.org>
Thursday, August 02, 2018 3:47 PM

Subject I Support the New Overtime Regulation.
AUG — 2 2018

George Bedwick,

Dear Chairman George Bedwick:

I am writing to support the Department of Labor and Industry’s new

regulation “Amendments to 34 Pa. Code Chapter 231 regarding Overtime

Pay’ [Minimum Wage #12-106 (IRRC# 3202)]. Governor Wolf s proposed

change regarding the Executive, Administrative, and Professional (EAP)

salaried worker exemptions is a crucial step toward preventing worker

misclassification on the job and the exploitation of labor.

In Pennsylvania, there are an estimated 465,000 workers who currently fall

into the EAP exemption but would not be exempt under the proposed

regulation. The current federal level for workers included in the Fair Labor

Standards Act is $23,660, however, the state level can be as low as

$8,600; the new regulation raises the threshold to $48,000.

In 1975, more than 60% of salaried workers nationwide were protected by

overtime laws, but today iUs only 8%. This regulation is crucial for working

men and women because of the continuous increases to the costs of living

and housing after 40 years since the last regulation.

When President Trump rejected the U.S. Department of Labor’s new

overtime protections American workers lost over $1 billion in their yearly

salary. We must act at the state and local levels to take on the

responsibility when workers are abandoned at the federal level. Workers

should be compensated for every hour they work, regardless of their

classification.

Sincerely,

1



Don Sherman

realtor94(EgmaiI.com

4355 Salmon st

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19137

2



Kathy Cooper

From: James Keenan <jimkeenan48@icloud.com>
Sent Thursday, August 02, 2018 3:38 PM

Subject: Isupport the New Overtime Regulation.

AUG —22018

Independent Regulatory

George Bedwick, Review CommissOfl

Dear Chairman George Bedwick:

I am writing to support the Department of Labor and Industry’s new

regulation Amendments to 34 Pa. Code Chapter 231 regarding Overtime

Pay’ Minimum Wage #12-106 (IRRC# 3202)]. Governor Wolf s proposed

change regarding the Executive, Administrative, and Professional (EAP)

salaried worker exemptions is a crucial step toward preventing worker

misclassification on the job and the exploitation of labor.

In Pennsylvania, there are an estimated 465,000 workers who currently fall

into the EAP exemption but would not be exempt under the proposed

regulation. The current federal level for workers included in the Fair Labor

Standards Act is $23,660. however, the state level can be as low as

$8,600; the new regulation raises the threshold to $48,000.

In 1975, more than 60% of salaried workers nationwide were protected by

overtime laws, but today it’s only 8%. This regulation is crucial for working

men and women because of the continuous increases to the costs of living

and housing after 40 years since the last regulation.

When President Trump rejected the U.S. Department of Labor’s new

overtime protections American workers lost over $1 billion in their yearly

salary. We must act at the state and local levels to take on the

responsibility when workers are abandoned at the federal level. Workers

should be compensated for every hour they work, regardless of their

classification

Sincerely,

1



James Keenan

jimkeenan48(Eicloud.com

108 Madison Road

Lansdowne, Pennsylvania 19050

2



Kathy Cooper

From: Greg Mikovich <info@email.actionnetwork.org>
Sent: Thursday, August 02, 2018 3:37 PM
To: IRRC
Subject: I Support the New Overtime Regulation.

AUG —22018

Independent Regulatory
George Bedwick, Review Commission

Dear Chairman George Bedwick:

I am writing to support the Department of Labor and Industry’s new

regulation ‘Amendments to 34 Pa. Code Chapter 231 regarding Overtime

Pay” [Minimum Wage #12-106 (IRRC# 3202)]. Governor Waifs proposed

change regarding the Executive, Administrative, and Professional (EAP)

salaried worker exemptions is a crucial step toward preventing worker

misclassification on the job and the exploitation of labor.

In PennsyLvania, there are an estimated 465,000 workers who currently fall

into the EAP exemption but would not be exempt under the proposed

regulation. The current federal level for workers included in the Fair Labor

Standards Act is $23,660, however, the state level can be as low as

$8,600: the new regulation raises the threshold to $48,000.

In 1975, more than 60% of salaried workers nationwide were protected by

overtime laws, but today its only 8%. This regulation is crucial for working

men and women because of the continuous increases to the costs of living

and housing after 40 years since the last regulation.

When President Trump rejected the U.S. Department of Labor’s new

overtime protections American workers lost over $1 billion in their yearly

salary. We must act at the state and local levels to take on the

responsibility when workers are abandoned at the federal level. Workers

should be compensated for every hour they work, regardless of their

classification.

Sincerely,

1



Greg Mikovich

gmikovichtäyahoo.com

5302 Susan Rd

Coopersburg Pennsylvania 18036

2



Kathy Cooper

From: Mark Cyphert <info@email.actionnetwork.org>

:: OVeg tori. T7
AUG —22918

George Bedwick,

Dear Chairman George Bedwick:

I am writing to support the Department of Labor and Industry’s new

regulation ‘Amendments to 34 Pa. Code Chapter 231 regarding Overtime

Pay’ [Minimum Wage #12-106 (IRRC# 3202)]. Governor Wolf s proposed

change regarding the Executive, Administrative, and Professional (EAP)

salaried worker exemptions is a crucial step toward preventing worker

misclassification on the job and the exploitation of labor.

In Pennsylvania, there are an estimated 465,000 workers who currently fall

into the EAP exemption but would not be exempt under the proposed

regulation. The current federal level for workers included in the Fair Labor

Standards Act is $23,660, however, the state level can be as low as

$8,600; the new regulation raises the threshold to $48,000.

In 1975, more than 60% of salaried workers nationwide were protected by

overtime laws, but today it’s only 8%. This regulation is crucial for working

men and women because of the continuous increases to the costs of living

and housing after 40 years since the last regulation.

When President Trump rejected the U.S. Department of Labor’s new

overtime protections American workers lost over $1 billion in their yearly

salary. We must act at the state and local levels to take on the

responsibility when workers are abandoned at the federal level. Workers

should be compensated for every hour they work, regardless of their

classification.

Sincerely,

1



Mark Cyphert

IakeeriegaIIowavyahoo.com

10361 Townhine rd

North East, Pennsylvania 16428

2



Kathy Cooper

From: Andrea Saunders <info@email.actionnetwork.org>
Sent Thursday, August 02, 2018 3:36 PM
To: IRRC
Subject I Support the New Overtime Regulation.

AUG — 22018

Independent Regulatory
Review Commission

George Bedwick,

Dear Chairman George Bedwick:

I am writing to SUPPORT the Department of Labor and Industry’s new

regulation ‘Amendments to 34 Pa. Code Chapter 231 regarding Overtime

Pay” [Minimum Wage #12-106 (IRRC# 3202)].

Governor Wolf’s proposed change regarding the Executive, Administrative,

and Professional (EAP) salaried worker exemptions is a crucial step

toward preventing worker misclassification on the job and the exploitation
of labor.

In Pennsylvania, there are an estimated 465,000 workers who currently fall

into the EAP exemption but would not be exempt under the proposed

regulation. The current federal level for workers included in the Fair Labor

Standards Act is $23,660, however, the state level can be as low as

$8,600; the new regulation raises the threshold to $48000.

In 1975, more than 60% of salaried workers nationwide were protected by

overtime laws, but today it’s only 8%. This regulation is crucial for working

men and women.

When Trump rejected the U.S. Department of Labor’s new overtime

protections American workers lost over $1 BILLION in their yearly salary.

We must act at the state and local levels to take on the responsibility when

workers are abandoned at the federal level.

Workers should be compensated for EVERY HOUR they work, regardless

of their classification.

1



Andrea Saunders

a iamisonhotmail.com

1133 Delaware Avenue

Bethlehem, Pennsylvania 18015

2



Kathy Cooper

From: TOYNEHE PALMER cinfo@email.actionnetwork.org>
Sent Thursday, August 02, 2018 3:36 PM

______________________

To: IRRC
Subject I Support the New Overtime Regulation.

AUG —2 2018

Independent Regulatory
Review cpmmssion

George Bedwick,

Dear Chairman George Bedwick:

I am writing to support the Department of Labor and Industry’s new

regulation Amendments to 34 Pa. Code Chapter 231 regarding Overtime

Pay [Minimum Wage #12-106 (IRRC# 3202)]. Governor Wolf s proposed

change regarding the Executive, Administrative, and Professional (EAP)

salaried worker exemptions is a crucial step toward preventing worker

misclassification on the job and the exploitation of labor.

In Pennsylvania, there are an estimated 465000 workers who currently fall

into the EAP exemption but would not be exempt under the proposed

regulation. The current federal level for workers included in the Fair Labor

Standards Act is $23,660, however, the state level can be as low as

$8,600; the new regulation raises the threshold to $48,000.

In 1975, more than 60% of salaried workers nationwide were protected by

overtime laws, but today it’s only 8%. This regulation is crucial for working

men and women because of the continuous increases to the costs of living

and housing after 40 years since the last regulation.

When President Trump rejected the U.S. Department of Labor’s new

overtime protections American workers lost over $1 billion in their yearly

salary. We must act at the state and local levels to take on the

responsibility when workers are abandoned at the federal level. Workers

should be compensated for every hour they work, regardless of their

classification.

Sincerely,

1



TOYNEY[E PALMER

CHOCOLATO76AOL.COM

518 N 9TH STREET

READING, Pennsylvania 19604

2



Kathy Cooper

From: Joann Miehl <info@email.actionnetwork.org>
Sent: Thursday, August 02, 2018 3:35 PM
To: IRRC
Subject I Support the New Overtime Regulation.

AUG —2 2018

Independent Regulatory
George Bedwick, Review Commission

Dear Chairman George Bedwick:

I am writing to support the Department of Labor and Industry’s new

regulation “Amendments to 34 Pa. Code Chapter 231 regarding Overtime

Pay [Minimum Wage #12-106 (IRRC# 3202)]. Governor Wolf s proposed

change regarding the Executive, Administrative, and Professional (EAP)

salaried worker exemptions is a crucial step toward preventing worker

misclassification on the job and the exploitation of labor.

In Pennsylvania. there are an estimated 465,000 workers who currently fall

into the EAP exemption but would not be exempt under the proposed

regulation. The current federal level for workers included in the Fair Labor

Standards Act is $23,660, however, the state level can be as low as

$8,600; the new regulation raises the threshold to $48,000.

In 1975, more than 60% of salaried workers nationwide were protected by

overtime laws, but today it’s only 8%. This regulation is crucial for working

men and women because of the continuous increases to the costs of living

and housing after 40 years since the last regulation.

When President Trump rejected the U.S. Department of Labor’s new

overtime protections American workers lost over $1 billion in their yearly

salary. We must act at the state and local levels to take on the

responsibility when workers are abandoned at the federal level. Workers

should be compensated for every hour they work, regardless of their

classification.

Sincerely,

1



Joann Miehi

jhmmgl (dgmaiI.com

12 Heavens Way

Loysville, Pennsylvania 17047

2



Kathy Cooper

From: deborah shaver <info@email.actionnetwork.org>
Sent: Thursday, August 02, 2018 3:35 PM

Subject: Isupport the New Overtime Regulation.

UG — %

i depefl’ ReguIa°

George Bedwick, Review commiss’°’

Dear Chairman George Bedwick:

I am writing to support the Department of Labor and Industry’s new

regulation Amendments to 34 Pa. Code Chapter 231 regarding Overtime

Pay [Minimum Wage #12-106 (IRRC# 3202)]. Governor Wolf s proposed

change regarding the Executive, Administrative, and Professional (EAP)

salaried worker exemptions is a crucial step toward preventing worker

misclassification on the job and the exploitation of labor.

In Pennsylvania, there are an estimated 465,000 workers who currently fall

into the EAP exemption but would not be exempt under the proposed

regulation. The current federal level for workers included in the Fair Labor

Standards Act is $23,660, however, the state level can be as low as

$8,600; the new regulation raises the threshold to $48,000.

In 1975, more than 60% of salaried workers nationwide were protected by

overtime laws, but today its only 8%. This regulation is crucial for working

men and women because of the continuous increases to the casts of living

and housing after 40 years since the last regulation.

When President Trump rejected the U.S. Department of Labor’s new

overtime protections American workers lost over $1 billion in their yearly

salary. We must act at the state and local levels to take on the

responsibility when workers are abandoned at the federal level. Workers

should be compensated for every hour they work, regardless of their

classification.

Sincerely,

1



deborah shaver

deborahshaverl 945gmaiI.com

360 taylor ave. apt. 1 3D, 1 3D

easton, Pennsylvania 18042

2



Kathy Cooper

From: REID GOLDBERG <info@email.actionnetwork.org>
Sent: Thursday, August 02, 2018 3:35 PM
To: IRRC
Subject I Support the New Overtime Regulation.

AUG —2 2018

Independent Regulatory

George Bedwick, — Review Commission

Dear Chairman George Bedwick:

I am writing to support the Department of Labor and Industry’s new

regulation “Amendments to 34 Pa. Code Chapter 231 regarding Overtime

Pay’ [Minimum Wage #12-106 (IRRC# 3202)]. Governor Waifs proposed

change regarding the Executive, Administrative, and Professional (EAP)

salaried worker exemptions is a crucial step toward preventing worker

misclassification on the job and the exploitation of labor.

In Pennsylvania, there are an estimated 465,000 workers who currently fall

into the EAP exemption but would not be exempt under the proposed

regulation. The current federal level for workers included in the Fair Labor

Standards Act is $23,660, however, the state level can be as low as

$8,600; the new regulation raises the threshold to $48,000.

In 1975, more than 60% of salaried workers nationwide were protected by

overtime laws, but today it’s only 8%. This regulation is crucial for working

men and women because of the continuous increases to the costs of living

and housing after 40 years since the last regulation.

When President Trump rejected the U.S. Department of Labor’s new

overtime protections American workers lost over $1 billion in their yearly

salary. We must act at the state and local levels to take on the

responsibility when workers are abandoned at the federal level. Workers

should be compensated for every hour they work, regardless of their

classification.

Sincerely,

1



REID GOLDBERG

repoIdbergcaoI.com

140 springhouse lane

Pittsburgh Pennsylvania 15238

2



Kathy Cooper

From: Mark White <info@email.actionnetwork.org>
Sent Thursday, August 02, 2018 3:3S PM
To: IRRC
Subject I Support the New Overtime Regulation.

AUG —22018

Independent Regulatory
Review Commission

George Bedwick,

Dear Chairman George Bedwick:

I am writing to support the Department of Labor and Industry’s new

regulation Amendments to 34 Pa. Code Chapter 231 regarding Overtime

Pay’ [Minimum Wage #12-106 (IRRC# 3202)]. Governor Wolf s proposed

change regarding the Executive, Administrative, and Professional (EAP)

salaried worker exemptions is a crucial step toward preventing worker

misclassification on the job and the exploitation of labor.

In Pennsylvania, there are an estimated 465,000 workers who currently fall

into the EAP exemption but would not be exempt under the proposed

regulation. The current federal level for workers included in the Fair Labor

Standards Act is $23,660, however, the state level can be as ow as

$8,600; the new regulation raises the threshold to $48,000.

In 1975, more than 60% of salaried workers nationwide were protected by

overtime laws, but today it’s only 8%. This regulation is crucial for working

men and women because of the continuous increases to the costs of living

and housing after 40 years since the last regulation.

When President Trump rejected the U.S. Department of Labor’s new

overtime protections American workers lost over $1 billion in their yearly

salary. We must act at the state and local levels to take on the

responsibility when workers are abandoned at the federal level. Workers

should be compensated for every hour they work, regardless of their

classification.

Sincerely,

1



Mark White

saabsonc5yahoocom

845 Lovingston Dr

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15216

2



Kathy Cooper

From: Leslie Patrick <lpatrick@bucknell.edu>
Sent: Thursday, August 02, 2018 3:31 PM
To: IRRC
Subject I Support the New Overtime Regulation. AUG — 22018

Independent Regulatory
Review Commission

George Bedwick,

Dear Chairman George Bedwick:

I am writing to support the Department of Labor and Industry’s new

regulation ‘Amendments to 34 Pa. Code Chapter 231 regarding Overtime

Pay’ [Minimum Wage #12-106 (IRRC# 3202)]. Governor Wolf s proposed

change regarding the Executive, Administrative, and Professional (EAP)

salaried worker exemptions is a crucial step toward preventing worker

misclassification on the job and the exploitation of labor.

In Pennsylvania, there are an estimated 465,000 workers who currently fall

into the EAP exemption but would not be exempt under the proposed

regulation. The current federal level for workers included in the Fair Labor

Standards Act is $23,660, however, the state level can be as low as

$8,600; the new regulation raises the threshold to $48,000.

In 1975, more than 6O% of salaried workers nationwide were protected by

overtime laws, but today it’s only 8%. This regulation is crucial for working

men and women because of the continuous increases to the costs of living

and housing after 40 years since the last regulation.

When President Trump rejected the U.S. Department of Labor’s new

overtime protections American workers lost over $1 billion in their yearly

salary. We must act at the state and local levels to take on the

responsibility when workers are abandoned at the federal level. Workers

should be compensated for every hour they work, regardless of their

classification.

Sincerely,

1



Leslie Patrick

lpatrick(äbuckneIl.edu

2460 Pleasant Grove Road

Mifflinburg, Pennsylvania 17844

2



Kathy Cooper

From: Robert Gibb <rngibb@earthlink.net>
Sent Thursday, August 02, 2018 3:30 PM

________________________

To: IRRC j ©1LW1
Subject: I Support the New Overtime Regulation. I

AUG —2 2018

[_IndePendeflt Regulatory
Review Commission

George Bedwick,

Dear Chairman George Bedwick:

I am writing to support the Department of Labor and Industry’s new

regulation “Amendments to 34 Pa. Code Chapter 231 regarding Overtime

Pay” [Minimum Wage #1 2-1 06 (IRRC# 3202)]. Governor Wolf s proposed

change regarding the Executive, Administrative, and Professional (SAP)

salaried worker exemptions is a crucial step toward preventing worker

misclassification on the job and the exploitation of labor.

In Pennsylvania, there are an estimated 465,000 workers who currently fall

into the EAP exemption but would not be exempt under the proposed

regulation. The current federal level for workers included in the Fair Labor

Standards Act is $23,660, however, the state level can be as low as

$6,600; the new regulation raises the threshold to $48,000.

In 1975, more than 60% of salaried workers nationwide were protected by

overtime laws, but today it’s only 8%. This regulation is crucial for working

men and women because of the continuous increases to the costs of living

and housing after 40 years since the last regulation.

When President Trump rejected the U.S. Department of Labor’s new

overtime protections American workers lost over $1 billion in their yearly

salary. We must act at the state and local levels to take on the

responsibility when workers are abandoned at the federal level. Workers

should be compensated for every hour they work, regardless of their

classification.

Sincerely,

1



Robert Gibb

rnpibb(earthlink.net

5036 Revenue Stret

Homestead, Pennsylvania 15120

2



Kathy Cooper

From: Ed Hill <ehilljr@ibew.org>
Sent: Thursday, August 02, 2018 3:30 PM - -

Subject: Isupport the New Overtime Regulation.

AUG —22018

Independent Reguiato,.)I
Review Commjssjon

George Bedwick,

Dear Chairman George Bedwick:

I am writing to support the Department of Labor and Industry’s new

regulation ‘Amendments to 34 Pa. Code Chapter 231 regarding Overtime

Pay’ [Minimum Wage #12-106 (IRRC# 3202)}. Governor Waifs proposed

change regarding the Executive, Administrative, and Professional (EAP)

salaried worker exemptions is a crucial step toward preventing worker

misclassification on the job and the exploitation of labor.

In PennsyLvania, there are an estimated 465000 workers who currently fall

into the EAP exemption but would not be exempt under the proposed

regulation. The current federal level for workers included in the Fair Labor

Standards Act is $23,660, however, the state level can be as low as

$8,600; the new regulation raises the threshold to $48,000.

In 1975, more than 60% of salaried workers nationwide were protected by

overtime laws, but today it’s only 8%. This regulation is crucial for working

men and women because of the continuous increases to the costs of living

and housing after 40 years since the last regulation.

When President Trump rejected the U.S. Department of Labor’s new

overtime protections American workers lost over $1 billion in their yearly

salary. We must act at the state and local levels to take on the

responsibility when workers are abandoned at the federal level. Workers

should be compensated for every hour they work, regardless of their

classification.

Sincerely,

1



Ed Hill

ehill jrcibew.org

164 Thorndale Dr

Beaver Falls, Pennsylvania 15010

2



Kathy Cooper

From: exzell bradley <info@email.actionnetwork.org>
Sent: Thursday, August 02, 2018 3:28 PM

Subject: Isupport the New Overtime Regulation.

AUG —22918

George Bedwick,

Dear Chairman George Bedwick:

I am writing to support the Department of Labor and Industrys new

regulation Amendments to 34 Pa. Code Chapter 231 regarding Overtime

Pay” IMinimum Wage #12-106 (IRRC# 3202)1. Governor Wolf’s proposed

change regarding the Executive, Administrative, and Professional (EAP)

salaried worker exemptions is a crucial step toward preventing worker

misclassification on the job and the exploitation of labor.

In Pennsylvania, there are an estimated 465000 workers who currently fall

into the EAP exemption but would not be exempt under the proposed

regulation. The current federal level for workers included in the Fair Labor

Standards Act is $23,660, however, the state level can be as low as

$8,600; the new regulation raises the threshold to $48,000.

In 1975, more than 60% of salaried workers nationwide were protected by

overtime laws, but today it’s only 6%. This regulation is crucial for working

men and women because of the continuous increases to the costs of living

and housing after 40 years since the last regulation.

When President Trump rejected the U.S. Department of Labor’s new

overtime protections American workers lost over $1 billion in their yearly

salary. We must act at the state and local levels to take on the

responsibility when workers are abandoned at the federal level. Workers

should be compensated for every hour they work, regardless of their

classification.

Sincerely,

1



exzell bradley

exzellbyahoo.com

235 Bissell Ave

Oil City, Pennsylvania 16301

2
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Kathy Cooper

From; wait garvin <wallygee@rcn.com>
Sent Thursday, August 02, 2018 3:28 PM
To: IRRC
Subject: I Support the New Overtime Regulation.

AUG —2 2018

F-, 1, Tndependent Regulatoryeorge LJec.wIcR, Review Commission

Dear Chairman George Bedwick:

I am writing to support the Department of Labor and Industry’s new

regulation ‘Amendments to 34 Pa. Code Chapter 231 regarding Overtime

Pay [Minimum Wage #12-106 (IRRC# 3202)1. Governor Wolf s proposed

change regarding the Executive, Administrative, and Professional (EAP)

salaried worker exemptions is a crucial step toward preventing worker

misclassification on the job and the exploitation of labor.

In Pennsylvania, there are an estimated 465,000 workers who currently fall

into the EAP exemption but would not be exempt under the proposed

regulation. The current federal level for workers included in the Fair Labor

Standards Act is $23,660, however, the state level can be as low as

$8,600: the new regulation raises the threshold to $48,000.

In 1975, more than 60% of salaried workers nationwide were protected by

overtime laws, but today it’s only 8%. This regulation is crucial for working

men and women because of the continuous increases to the costs of living

and housing after 40 years since the last regulation.

When President Trump rejected the U.S. Department of Labor’s new

overtime protections American workers lost over $1 billion in their yearly

salary. We must act at the state and local levels to take on the

responsibility when workers are abandoned at the federal level. Workers

should be compensated for every hour they work, regardless of their

classification.

Sincerely,

1



walt garvin

walIygee(ärcn.com

3536 oakland rd

bethlehem, Pennsylvania 18020

2



Kathy Cooper

From: Patrick McMahon <info@email.actionnetwork.org>
Sent Thursday, August 02, 2018 3:27 PM
To: IRRC
Subject: I Support the New Overtime Regulation. 1ffif©Lf]’t!1O

AUG —2 2018

lndepen Regutato,1George Bedwick, Review Cornrnjss0

Dear Chairman George Bedwick:

I am writing to support the Department of Labor and Industry’s new

regulation Amendments to 34 Pa. Code Chapter 231 regarding Overtime

Pay’ [Minimum Wage #12-106 (IRRC# 3202)]. Governor Wolf s proposed

change regarding the Executive, Administrative, and Prolessional (EAP)

salaried worker exemptions is a crucial step toward preventing worker

misclassification on the job and the exploitation of labor.

In Pennsylvania, there are an estimated 465,000 workers who currently fall

into the EAP exemption but would not be exempt under the proposed

regulation. The current federal level for workers included in the Fair Labor

Standards Act is $23,660, however, the state level can be as low as

$8,600; the new regulation raises the threshold to $46,000.

In 1975, more than 60% of salaried workers nationwide were protected by

overtime laws, but today it’s only 8%. This regulation is crucial for working

men and women because of tile continuous increases to the costs of living

and housing after 40 years since the last regulation.

When President Trump rejected the U.S. Department of Labor’s new

overtime protections American workers lost over $1 billion in their yearly

salary. We must act at the state and local levels to take on the

responsibility when workers are abandoned at the federal level. Workers

should be compensated for every hour they work, regardless of their

classification.

Sincerely,

1



Patrick McMahon

pmcm988Ogmail.com

3711 N Woodland Circle

Gibsonia, Pennsylvania 15044

2



Kathy Cooper

From: James Anthony <janthony4017@comcast.net>
Sent: Thursday, August 02, 2018 3:26 PM
To: IRRC
Subject I Support the New Overtime Regulation.

AUG —2 2018

Independent Regulatory
George Bedwick, Review Commission

Dear Chairman George Bedwick:

I am writing to support the Department of Labor and Industry’s new

regulation Amendments to 34 Pa. Code Chapter 231 regarding Overtime

Pay” [Minimum Wage #12-106 (IRRC# 3202)]. Governor Wolf s proposed

change regarding the Executive, Administrative, and Professional (EAP)

salaried worker exemptions is a crucial step toward preventing worker

misclassification on the job and the exploitation of labor.

In Pennsylvania, there are an estimated 465,000 workers who currently fall

into the EAP exemption but would not be exempt under the proposed

regulation. The current federal level for workers included in the Fair Labor

Standards Act is $23,660, however, the state level can be as low as

$8,600; the new regulation raises the threshold to $48,000.

In 1975, more than 60% of salaried workers nationwide were protected by

overtime laws, but today it’s only 8%. This regulation is crucial for working

men and women because of the continuous increases to the costs of living

and housing after 40 years since the last regulation.

When President Trump rejected the U.S. Department of Labor’s new

overtime protections American workers lost over Si billion in their yearly

salary. We must act at the state and local levels to take on the

responsibility when workers are abandoned at the federal level. Workers

should be compensated for every hour they work, regardless of their

classification.

Sincerely,

1



James Anthony

ianthony4Ol 7comcast.net

770 Welsh Rd.

Huntingdon Valley, Pennsylvania 19006

2



Kathy Cooper

From: James R Swenson <jrswenson@prodigy.net>
Sent: Thursday, August 02, 2018 3:26 PM
To: IRRC
Subject: I Support the New Overtime Regulation. 2 2013

indpendent Re9uItQrY
Reiew tsmmission

George Bedwick,

Dear Chairman George Bedwick:

I am writing to support the Department of Labor and Industry’s new

regulation Amendments to 34 Pa. Code Chapter 231 regarding Overtime

Pay” [Minimum Wage #12-106 (IRRC# 3202)]. Governor Wolf s proposed

change regarding the Executive, Administrative, and Professional (EAP)

salaried worker exemptions is a crucial step toward preventing worker

misclassification on the job and the exploitation of labor.

In Pennsylvania. there are an estimated 465,000 workers who currently fall

into the EAP exemption but would not be exempt under the proposed

regulation. The current federal level for workers included in the Fair Labor

Standards Act is $23,660, however, the state level can be as low as

$8,600; the new regulation raises the threshold to $48,000.

In 1975, more than 60% of salaried workers nationwide were protected by

overtime laws, but today ifs only 8%. This regulation is crucial for working

men and women because of the continuous increases to the costs of living

and housing after 40 years since the last regulation.

When President Trump rejected the U.S. Department of Labor’s new

overtime protections American workers lost over $1 billion in their yearly

salary. We must act at the state and local levels to take on the

responsibility when workers are abandoned at the federal level, Workers

should be compensated for every hour they work, regardless of their

classification.

Sincerely,

1



James R Swenson

irswensonnrodigy.net

308H Vairo Boulevard

State College, Pennsylvania 16803

2



Kathy Cooper

From: Christine Moretti <info@email.actionnetwork.org>
Sent: Thursday, August 02, 2018 3:26 PM
To: IRRC
Subject I Support the New Overtime Regulation.

AIlS —2 2018

George Bedwick, Independent Regulatory
R(’vww tQJiIrusson

Dear Chairman George Bedwick:

I am writing to support the Department of Labor and Industry’s new

regulation ‘Amendments to 34 Pa. Code Chapter 231 regarding Overtime

Pay” [Minimum Wage #12-106 (IRRC# 3202)]. Governor Wolf’s proposed

change regarding the Executive, Administrative, and Professional (EAP)

salaried worker exemptions is a crucial step toward preventing worker

misclassification on the job and the exploitation of labor.

In Pennsylvania, there are an estimated 465,000 workers who currently fall

into the EAP exemption but would not be exempt under the proposed

regulation. The current federal level for workers included in the Fair Labor

Standards Act is $23,660, however, the state level can be as low as

$8,600: the new regulation raises the threshold to $48,000.

In 1975, more than 60% of salaried workers nationwide were protected by

overtime laws, but today its only 8%. This regulation is crucial for working

men and women because of the continuous increases to the costs of living

and housing after 40 years since the last regulation.

When President Trump rejected the U.S. Department of Labor’s new

overtime protections American workers lost over $1 billion in their yearly

salary. We must act at the state and local levels to take on the

responsibility when workers are abandoned at the federal level. Workers

should be compensated for every hour they work, regardless of their

classification. I believe in overtime pay for workers!

Sincerely,

1



Christine Moretti

cmoretti52OcgmaiI.com

14058 Erwin Street

Philadelphia Pennsylvania 19116

2



Kathy Cooper

From: Dennis Horn <info@email.actionnetwork.org>
Thursday, August 02, 2018 3:26 PM

Subject I Support the New Overtime Regulation.
AUG

— 22018

Independt Regu;atry
Review COnlmiSSIDn

George Bedwick,

Dear Chairman George Bedwick:

I am writing to support the Department of Labor and Industry’s new

regulation Amendments to 34 Pa. Code Chapter 231 regarding Overtime

Pay [Minimum Wage #12-106 (IRRC# 3202j[ Governor Wolf a proposed

change regarding the Executive, Administrative, and Professional (EAP)

salaried worker exemptions is a crucial step toward preventing worker

misclassification on the job and the exploitation of labor.

In Pennsylvania, there are an estimated 465,000 workers who currently fall

into the EAP exemption but would not be exempt under the proposed

regulation. The current federal level for workers included in the Fair Labor

Standards Act is $23,660, however, the state level can be as low as

$8,600; the new regulation raises the threshold to $48,000.

In 1975, more than 60% of salaried workers nationwide were protected by

overtime laws, but today it’s only 8%. This regulation is crucial for working

men and women because of the continuous increases to the costs of living

and housing after 40 years since the last regulation.

When President Trump rejected the U.S. Department of Labor’s new

overtime protections American workers lost over $1 billion in their yearly

salary. We must act at the state and local levels to take on the

responsibility when workers are abandoned at the federal level. Workers

should be compensated for every hour they work, regardless of their

classification.

Sincerely,

1



Dennis Horn

dhorn3sl (Thyahoo.com

373 Heiden road bangor pa

Bangor, Pennsylvania 18013

2



Kathy Cooper a

From: Sharon Newman <snewmanl@comcast.net>
Sent: Thursday, August 02, 2018 3:25 PM
To: IRRC
Subject I Support the New Overtime Regulation.

George Bedwick,

Dear Chairman George Bedwick:

I am writing to support the Department of Labor and Industry’s new

regulation “Amendments to 34 Pa. Code Chapter 231 regarding Overtime

Pay” [Minimum Wage #12-106 (IRRC# 3202)1. Governor Wolf s proposed

change regarding the Executive, Administrative, and Professional (EAP)

salaried worker exemptions is a crucial step toward preventing worker

misclassification on the job and the exploitation of labor.

In Pennsylvania, there are an estimated 465,000 workers who currently fall

into the EAP exemption but would not be exempt under the proposed

regulation. The current federal level for workers included in the Fair Labor

Standards Act is $23,660, however, the state level can be as low as

$8,600; the new regulation raises the threshold to $48,000.

In 1975, more than 60% of salaried workers nationwide were protected by

overtime laws, but today it’s only 8%. This regulation is crucial for working

men and women because of the continuous increases to the costs of living

and housing after 40 years since the last regulation.

When President Trump rejected the U.S. Department of Labors new

overtime protections American workers lost over $1 billion in their yearly

salary. We must act at the state and local levels to take on the

responsibility when workers are abandoned at the federal level. Workers

should be compensated for every hour they work, regardless of their

classification.

Sincerely,

AUG —22018

Independent Regulatory
Review Commission

1



Sharon Newman

snewmanl (äkomcast.net

581 South Creek Road

West Chester, Pennsylvania 19382

2



Kathy Cooper

Ron&d Kozo <info@ernaWacfionnetwork.org>

Subject I Support the New Overtime Regulation. AUG
— 2 2018

1tRegulatory

George Bedwick,

Dear Chairman George Bedwick:

I am writing to support the Department of Labor and Industry’s new

regulation ‘Amendments to 34 Pa. Code Chapter 231 regarding Overtime

Pay” [Minimum Wage #12-106 (IRRC# 3202)1. Governor Waifs proposed

change regarding the Executive, Administrative, and Professional (EAP)

salaried worker exemptions is a crucial step toward preventing worker

misclassification on the job and the exploitation of labor.

In Pennsylvania, there are an estimated 465,000 workers who currently fall

into the EAP exemption but wouLd not be exempt under the proposed

regulation. The current federal level for workers included in the Fair Labor

Standards Act is $23,660, however, the state level can be as low as

$8,600; the new regulation raises the threshold to $48,000.

In 1975, more than 60% of salaried workers nationwide were protected by

overtime laws, but today it’s only 8%. This regulation is crucial for working

men and women because of the continuous increases to the costs of living

and housing after 40 years since the last regulation.

When President Trump rejected the U.S. Department of Labors new

overtime protections American workers lost over $1 billion in their yearly

salary. We must act at the state and local levels to take on the

responsibility when workers are abandoned at the federal level. Workers

should be compensated for every hour they work. regardless of their

classification.

Sincerely,

1



Ronald Kozo

ronkstudies(hotmajl.com

1901 W. Linden St.

Allentown, Pennsylvania 18104

2



Kathy Cooper

From: Gregory Milbourne <info@email.actionnetwork.org>
Sent: Thursday, August 02, 2018 3:25 PM

Subject: isupport the New Overtime Regulation.

AU6 —22018

lfldependent Regulatory
George Bedwick, Review Commission

Dear Chairman George Sedwick:

I am writing to support the Department of Labor and Industry’s new

regulation Amendments to 34 Pa. Code Chapter 231 regarding Overtime

Pay” [Minimum Wage #12-i 06 (IRRC# 3202)). Governor Wolf s proposed

change regarding the Executive, Administrative, and Professional (EAP)

salaried worker exemptions is a crucial step toward preventing worker

misclassification on the job and the exploitation of labor.

In Pennsylvania, there are an estimated 465,000 workers who currently fall

into the EAP exemption but would not be exempt under the proposed

regulation. The current federal level for workers included in the Fair Labor

Standards Act is $23,660, however, the state level can be as low as

$8,600; the new regulation raises the threshold to $48,000.

In 1975, more than 60% of salaried workers nationwide were protected by

overtime laws, but today it’s only 8%. This regulation is crucial for working

men and women because of the continuous increases to the costs of living

and housing after 40 years since the last regulation.

When President Trump rejected the U.S. Department of Labor’s new

overtime protections American workers lost over $1 billion in their yearly

salary. We must act at the state and local levels to take on the

responsibility when workers are abandoned at the federal level. Workers

should be compensated for every hour they work, regardless of their

classification.

Sincerely,

1



Gregory Milbourne

miIbournecägmaiI.com

305 S Chester Rd

Swarthmore, Pennsylvania 19081

2



Kathy Cooper

From: Larry George <Igeorgelmt@comcast.net>
Sent: Thursday, August 02, 2018 3:25 PM

Subject: isupport the New Overtime Regulation. 1©i1J\
AUG —2 2018

IfldcPendent Reguiatog..,
George Bedwick, Review

Dear Chairman George Bedwick:

I am writing to support the Department of Labor and Industry’s new

regulation ‘Amendments to 34 Pa. Code Chapter 231 regarding Overtime

Pay” [Minimum Wage #12-106 (IRRC# 3202)]. Governor Wolf s proposed

change regarding the Executive, Administrative, and Professional (EAP)

salaried worker exemptions is a crucial step toward preventing worker

misclassification on the job and the exploitation of labor.

In Pennsylvania, there are an estimated 465,000 workers who currently fall

into the EAP exemption but would not be exempt under the proposed

regulation. The current federal level for workers included in the Fair Labor

Standards Act is $23,660, however, the state level can be as low as

$8,600; the new regulation raises the threshold to $48,000.

In 1975, more than 60% of salaried workers nationwide were protected by

overtime laws, but today it’s only 8%. This regulation is crucial for working

men and women because of the continuous increases to the costs of living

and housing after 40 years since the last regulation.

When President Trump rejected the U.S. Department of Labor’s new

overtime protections American workers lost over $1 billion in their yearly

salary. We must act at the state and local levels to take on the

responsibility when workers are abandoned at the federal level. Workers

should be compensated for every hour they work, regardless of their

classification.

Sincerely,

1



Larry George

Ipeorgelmt(&comcast.net

316 Roberts Ln.

New Castle, Pennsylvania 16105

2



Kathy Cooper

From: Tim Furlong <tsf8488@verizon.net>
Sent Thursday, August 02, 2018 3:24 PM
To: IRRC
Subject: I Support the New Overtime Regulation. WUL!=\SZQIc’DI V 1

AUG — Z 2018

Independent Regulatory

George Bedwick, Review Commission

Dear Chairman George Bedwick:

I am writing to support the Department of Labor and Industry’s new

regulation “Amendments to 34 Pa. Code Chapter 231 regarding Overtime

Pay” (Minimum Wage #12-106 (IRRC# 3202)1. Governor Wolf’s proposed

change regarding the Executive, Administrative, and Professional (EAP)

salaried worker exemptions is a crucial step toward preventing worker

misclassification on the job and the exploitation of labor.

In Pennsylvania, there are an estimated 465.000 workers who currently fall

into the EAP exemption but would not be exempt under the proposed

regulation. The current federal level for workers included in the Fair Labor

Standards Act is $23,660, however, the state level can be as low as

$8,600; the new regulation raises the threshold to $48,000.

In 1975, more than 60% of salaried workers nationwide were protected by

overtime laws, but today it’s only 8%. This regulation is crucial for working

men and women because of the continuous increases to the costs of living

and housing after 40 years since the last regulation.

When President Trump rejected the U.S. Department of Labor’s new

overtime protections American workers lost over $1 billion in their yearly

salary. We must act at the state and local levels to take on the

responsibility when workers are abandoned at the federal level. Workers

should be compensated for every hour they work, regardless of their

classification.

Sincerely,

1



Tim Furlong

tsf8488(5verizon.net

2714 Warm Springs Ave

Huntingdon, Pennsylvania 16652

2



Kathy Cooper

From: Leo Houston <lbhous@msn.com>
Sent: Thursday, August 02, 2018 3:24 PM

Subject: isupport the New Overtime Regulation.

AUG —2 2QI8

1#pefl)fflj

George Bedwick,

Dear Chairman George Bedwick:

I am writing to support the Department of Labor and Industry’s new

regulation Amendments to 34 Pa. Code Chapter 231 regarding Overtime

Pay [Minimum Wage #1 2-1 06 (IRRC# 3202)1. Governor Waifs proposed

change regarding the Executive, Administrative, and Professional (EAP)

salaried worker exemptions is a crucial step toward preventing worker

misclassification on the job and the exploitation of labor.

In Pennsylvania, there are an estimated 465000 workers who currently fall

into the EAP exemption but would not be exempt under the proposed

regulation. The current federal level for workers included in the Fair Labor

Standards Act is $23,660, however, the state level can be as low as

$8600; the new regulation raises the threshold to $48,000.

In 1975, more than 60% of salaried workers nationwide were protected by

overtime laws, but today it’s only 8%. This regulation is crucial for working

men and women because of the continuous increases to the costs of living

and housing after 40 years since the last regulation.

When President Trump rejected the U.S. Department of Labor’s new

overtime protections American workers lost over $1 billion in their yearly

salary. We must act at the state and local levels to take on the

responsibility when workers are abandoned at the federal level. Workers

should be compensated for every hour they work, regardless of their

classification.

Sincerely,

1



Leo Houston

Ibhousmsn.com

603 Sonnybrook Ct

Bethel Park, Pennsylvania 15102

2



Kathy Cooper

From: Kenneth Prinz <kprinz@apwu.org>
Sent: Thursday, August 02, 2018 3:24 PM

Subject: Isupport the New Overtime Regulation.

MJ —‘t 2018

de end’ Reguat0rV
George Bedwick, ReviC cornmiSsbofl

Dear Chairman George Bedwick:

I am writing to support the Department of Labor and Industry’s new

regulation Amendments to 34 Pa. Code Chapter 231 regarding Overtime

Pay” Minimum Wage #12-106 (IRRC# 3202)1. Governor Wolf s proposed

change regarding the Executive, Administrative, and Professional (EAP)

salaried worker exemptions is a crucial step toward preventing worker

misclassification on the job and the exploitation of labor.

In Pennsylvania, there are an estimated 465,000 workers who currently fall

into the EAP exemption but would not be exempt under the proposed

regulation. The current federal level for workers included in the Fair Labor

Standards Act is $23660, however, the state level can be as low as

$8,600; the new regulation raises the threshold to $48,000.

In 1975, more than 60% of salaried workers nationwide were protected by

overtime laws, but today it’s only 8%. This regulation is crucial for working

men and women because of the continuous increases to the costs of living

and housing after 40 years since the last regulation.

When President Trump rejected the U.S. Department of Labor’s new

overtime protections American workers lost over $1 billion in their yearly

salary. We must act at the state and local levels to take on the

responsibility when workers are abandoned at the federal level. Workers

should be compensated for every hour they work, regardless of their

classification.

Sincerely,

1



Kenneth Prinz

kprinzäawuorg

3645 Haral Place

Trevose, Pennsylvania 19053

2



Kathy Cooper

From: Stacey Hood-Marchig <info@email.actionnetwork.org>
Sent: Thursday, August 02, 2018 3:23 PM
To: IRRC
Subject: I Support the New Overtime Regulation. I

AUG —2 2018

George Bedwick, Independent Regulatory
j Review Commission

Dear Chairman George Bedwick:

I am writing to support the Department of Labor and Industry’s new

regulation “Amendments to 34 Pa. Code Chapter 231 regarding Overtime

Pay” [Minimum Wage #12-106 (IRRC# 3202)]. Governor Wolf’s proposed

change regarding the Executive, Administrative, and Professional (EAP)

salaried worker exemptions is a crucial step toward preventing worker

misclassification on the job and the exploitation of labor.

In Pennsylvania, there are an estimated 465,000 workers who currently fall

into the EAP exemption but would not be exempt under the proposed

regulation. The current federal level for workers included in the Fair Labor

Standards Act is $23,660, however, the state level can be as low as

$8,600; the new regulation raises the threshold to $48,000.

In 1975, more than 60% of salaried workers nationwide were protected by

overtime laws, but today it’s only 8%. This regulation is crucial for working

men and women because of the continuous increases to the costs of living

and housing after 40 years since the last regulation.

When President Trump rejected the U.S. Department of Labor’s new

overtime protections American workers lost over $1 billion in their yearly

salary. We must act at the state and local levels to take on the

responsibility when workers are abandoned at the federal level. Workers

should be compensated for every hour they work, regardless of their

cia ssification.

Sincerely,

1



Stacey Hood-Marchig

hoodmarchigEyahoo.com

1153 Daly St.

Phila., Pennsylvania 19148

2



Kathy Cooper

From: William Roseberry <info@email.actionnetwork.org>
Sent: Thursday, August 02, 2018 3:23 PM

Subject: ISupport the New Overtime Regulation.

AUG -2 2018

George Bedwick,

Dear Chairman George Bedwick:

I am writing to support the Department of Labor and Industry’s new

regulation ‘Amendments to 34 Pa. Code Chapter 231 regarding Overtime

Pay [Minimum Wage #12-106 (IRRC# 3202)]. Governor Wolf s proposed

change regarding the Executive, Administrative! and Professional (F??)

salaried worker exemptions is a crucial step toward preventing worker

misclassification on the job and the exploitation of labor.

In Pennsylvania, there are an estimated 465,000 workers who currently fall

into the EAP exemption but would not be exempt under the proposed

regulation. The current federal level for workers included in the Fair Labor

Standards Act is $23,660, however, the state level can be as low as

$8,600; the new regulation raises the threshold to $48,000.

In 1975, more than 60% of salaried workers nationwide were protected by

overtime laws, but today it’s only 8%. This regulation is crucial for working

men and women because of the continuous increases to the costs of living

and housing after 40 years since the last regulation.

When President Trump rejected the U.S. Department of Labors new

overtime protections American workers lost over $1 billion in their yearly

salary. We must act at the state and local levels to take on the

responsibility when workers are abandoned at the federal level. Workers

should be compensated for every hour they work, regardless of their

classification.

Sincerely,

1



William Roseberry

wlroseberry(Eyahoo.com

823 Cathill Road P0 Box 496 Sellersvilte PA

Sellersville, Pennsylvania 18960

2



Kathy Cooper

From: susan thompson <info@email.actionnetwork.org>
Sent: Thursday, Augu5t 02, 2018 3:22 PM

Subject: isupport the New Overtime Regulation.

AUG —2 2018

Independent ReguParory
George Bedwick, Revsc’w Comrnicsion

Dear Chairman George Bedwick:

I am writing to support the Department of Labor and Industry’s new

regulation Amendments to 34 Pa. Code Chapter 231 regarding Overtime
Pay [Minimum Wage #1 2-1 06 (IRRC# 3202)]. Governor Wolf S proposed

change regarding the Executive, Administrative, and Professional (EAP)

salaried worker exemptions is a crucial step toward preventing worker

misclassification on the job and the exploitation of labor.

In Pennsylvania. there are an estimated 465,000 workers who currently fall

into the EAP exemption but would not be exempt under the proposed

regulation. The current federal level for workers included in the Fair Labor

Standards Act is $23,660, however, the state level can be as low as

$8,600; the new regulation raises the threshold to $48,000.

In 1975, more than 60% of salaried workers nationwide were protected by

overtime laws, but today it’s only 8%. This regulation is crucial for working

men and women because of the continuous increases to the costs of living

and housing after 40 years since the last regulation.

When President Trump rejected the U.S. Department of Labor’s new

overtime protections American workers lost over $1 billion in their yearly

salary. We must act at the state and local levels to take on the

responsibility when workers are abandoned at the federal level. Workers

should be compensated for every hour they work, regardless of their

classification.

Sincerely,

1



susan thompson

suzzeIiza(aoI.com

23516 Shannondell Dr

Audubon, Pennsylvania 19403

2



Kathy Cooper

From: Brian Murray <info@email.actionnetwork.org>
Thursday, August 02, 2018 3:22 PM

Subject I Support the New Overtime Regulation.
AUG — 22018

Independent Regulatory
Review Commission

George Bedwick,

Dear Chairman George Bedwick:

I am writing to support the Department of Labor and Industry’s new

regulation ‘Amendments to 34 Pa. Code Chapter 231 regarding Overtime

Pay [Minimum Wage #12-106 (IRRC# 3202)1. Governor Wolf s proposed

change regarding the Executive, Administrative, and Professional (EAP)

salaried worker exemptions is a crucial step toward preventing worker

misclassification on the job and the exploitation of labor.

In Pennsylvania, there are an estimated 465,000 workers who currently fall

into the EAP exemption but would not be exempt under the proposed

regulation. The current federal level for workers included in the Fair Labor

Standards Act is $23,660, however, the state level can be as low as

$8,600; the new regulation raises the threshold to $48,000.

In 1975, more than 60% of salaried workers nationwide were protected by

overtime laws, but today it’s only 8%. This regulation is crucial for working

men and women because of the continuous increases to the costs of living

and housing after 40 years since the last regulation.

When President Trump rejected the U.S. Department of Labor’s new

overtime protections American workers lost over $1 billion in their yearly

salary. We must act at the state and local levels to take on the

responsibility when workers are abandoned at the federal level. Workers

should be compensated for every hour they work, regardless of their

classification.

Sincerely,

1



Brian Murray

brianmurray72(ThpmaiIcom

1133 Annin St

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19147-4603

2



Kathy Cooper

From: Kristie Noon <lr56kj@atlanticbb.net>
Thursday, August 02, 2018 3:22 PM

Subject I Support the New Overtime Regulation.
AUG — 2 2018

Independent ReguIato
Review Commission

George Bedwick,

Dear Chairman George Bedwick:

I am writing to support the Department of Labor and Industry’s new

regulation Amendments to 34 Pa. Code Chapter 231 regarding Overtime

Pay’ rMnimurn Wage #12-106 (IRRC# 3202)]. Governor Wolf’s proposed

change regarding the Executive, Administrative, and Professional (EAP)

salaried worker exemptions is a crucial step toward preventing worker

misclassification on the job and the exploitation of labor.

In Pennsylvania, there are an estimated 465,000 workers who currently fall

into the EAP exemption but would not be exempt under the proposed

regulation. The current federal level for workers included in the Fair Labor

Standards Act is $23,660, however, the state level can be as low as

$8,600; the new regulation raises the threshold to $48,000.

In 1975, more than 60% of salaried workers nationwide were protected by

overtime laws, but today it’s only 8%. This regulation is crucial for working

men and women because of the continuous increases to the costs of living

and housing after 40 years since the last regulation.

When President Trump rejected the U.S. Department of Labor’s new

overtime protections American workers lost over $1 billion in their yearly

salary. We must act at the state and local levels to take on the

responsibility when workers are abandoned at the federal level. Workers

should be compensated for every hour they work1 regardless of their

classification.

Sincerely,

1



Krislie Noon

lr56kjatIanticbb.net

822 Pine Knob Road

Osterbury, Pennsylvania 16667

2



Kathy Cooper

From: Richard Reever <rreever55@crosskeysvillage.net>
Sent Thursday, August 02, 2018 3:22 PM
To: IRRC
Subject: I Support the New Overtime Regulation. AUG 2 7018

Independent Regulatory
Review Commission

George Bedwick,

Dear Chairman George Bedwick:

I am writing to support the Department of Labor and Industry’s new

regulation Amendments to 34 Pa. Code Chapter 231 regarding Overtime

Pay’ [Minimum Wage #12-106 (IRRC# 3202)1. Governor Wolf’s proposed

change regarding the Executive, Administrative, and Professional (EAP)

salaried worker exemptions is a crucial step toward preventing worker

misclassification on the job and the exploitation of labor.

In Pennsylvania, there are an estimated 465000 workers who currently fall

into the EAP exemption but would not be exempt under the proposed

regulation. The current federal level for workers included in the Fair Labor

Standards Act is $23,660. however, the state level can be as low as

$8,600: the new regulation raises the threshold to $48,000.

In 1975, more than 60% of salaried workers nationwide were protected by

overtime laws, but today it’s only 8%. This regulation is crucial for working

men and women because of the continuous increases to the costs of living

and housing after 40 years since the last regulation.

When President Trump rejected the U.S. Department of Labor’s new

overtime protections American workers lost over $1 billion in their yearly

salary. We must act at the state and local levels to take on the

responsibility when workers are abandoned at the federal level. Workers

should be compensated for every hour they work, regardless of their

classification.

Sincerely,

1



Richard Reever

rreever55@crosskeysvillage.net

3 Meadow Ln.

New Oxford, Pennsylvania 17350-8222

2



Kathy Cooper

From: Samantha Shewmaker <sshewmaker@paaflcio.org>
Thursday, August 02, 2018 3:22 PM rCiiini

Subject I Support the New Overtime Regulation.
AUG — 2 2018

George Bedwick,

Dear Chairman George Bedwick:

I am writing to support the Department of Labor and Industry’s new

regulation “Amendments to 34 Pa. Code Chapter 231 regarding Overtime

Pay” [Minimum Wage #12-106 (IRRC# 3202)]. Governor Wolf s proposed

change regarding the Executive, Administrative, and Professional (EAP)

salaried worker exemptions is a crucial step toward preventing worker

misclassification on the job and the exploitation of labor.

In Pennsylvania, there are an estimated 465,000 workers who currently fall

into the EAP exemption but would not be exempt under the proposed

regulation. The current federal level for workers included in the Fair Labor

Standards Act is $23,66D, however, the state level can be as low as

$8,600; the new regulation raises the threshold to $48,000.

In 19751 more than 60% of salaried workers nationwide were protected by

overtime laws, but today it’s only 8%. This regulation is crucial for working

men and women because of the continuous increases to the costs of living

and housing after 40 years since the last regulation.

When President Trump rejected the U.S. Department of Labor’s new

overtime protections American workers lost over $1 billion in their yearly

salary. We must act at the state and local levels to take on the

responsibility when workers are abandoned at the federal level. Workers

should be compensated for every hour they work, regardless of their

classification.

Sincerely,

Samantha M. Shewmaker

1



CWA Staff Union Member

Samantha Shewmaker

sshewmakerraaflcio.orn

189 Ken Un Drive

Myerstown, Pennsylvania 17067

2



Kathy Cooper

From: John tronoski <info@email.actionnetwork.org>
Sent Thursday, August 02, 2018 3:22 PM
To: IRRC
Subject I Support the New Overtime Regulation.

AUG — 2 2018

Independent Regulatory
Review Commission

George Bedwick,

Dear Chairman George Bedwick:

I am writing to support the Department of Labor and Industry’s new

regulation ‘Amendments to 34 Pa. Code Chapter 231 regarding Overtime

Pay’ IMinimum Wage #12-106 (IRRC# 3202)1. Governor Wolf s proposed

change regarding the Executive, Administrative, and Professional (EAP)

salaried worker exemptions is a crucial step toward preventing worker

misclassification on the Job and the exploitation of labor.

In Pennsylvania, there are an estimated 465000 workers who currently fall

into the EAP exemption but would not be exempt under the proposed

regulation. The current federal level for workers included in the Fair Labor

Standards Act is $23,660, however, the state level can be as low as

$8,600; the new regulation raises the threshold to $48,000.

In 1975, more than 60% of salaried workers nationwide were protected by

overtime laws, but today it’s only 8%. This regulation is crucial for working

men and women because of the continuous increases to the costs of living

and housing after 40 years since the last regulation.

When President Trump rejected the U.S. Department of Labor’s new

overtime protections American workers lost over $1 billion in their yearly

salary. We must act at the state and local levels to take on the

responsibility when workers are abandoned at the federal level. Workers

should be compensated for every hour they work, regardless of their

classification.

Sincerely,

1



John tronoski

iohnturboUEaol.com

718 Jones Ave.

Iansdale, Pennsylvania 19446

2



Kathy Cooper

From: Ellen Criswell <eicriswell@verizon.net> —

Thursday, August 02, 2018 3:21 PM

Subject I Support the New Overtime Regulation. AUG — 2 2Q18

George Bedwick,

Dear Chairman George Bedwick:

I am writing to support the Department of Labor and Industry’s new

regulation “Amendments to 34 Pa. Code Chapter 231 regarding Overtime

Pay’ [Minimum Wage #12-1 06 (IRRC# 3202)]. Governor Wolf’s proposed

change regarding the Executive, Administrative, and Professional (EAP)

salaried worker exemptions is a crucial step toward preventing worker

misclassification on the job and the exploitation of labor.

In Pennsylvania, there are an estimated 465000 workers who currently fall

into the EAP exemption but would not be exempt under the proposed

regulation. The current federal level for workers included in the Fair Labor

Standards Act is $23,660. however, the state level can be as low as

$8,600; the new regulation raises the threshold to $48,000.

In 1975, more than 60% of salaried workers nationwide were protected by

overtime laws, but today it’s only 6%. This regulation is crucial for working

men and women because of the continuous increases to the costs of living

and housing after 40 years since the last regulation.

When President Trump rejected the U.S. Department of Labor’s new

overtime protections American workers lost over $1 billion in their yearly

salary. We must act at the state and local levels to take on the

responsibility when workers are abandoned at the federal level. Workers

should be compensated for every hour they work, regardless of their

classification.

Sincerely,

1



Ellen Criswell

eicriswell(verizon.net

515 Logan Road

Phoenixville, Pennsylvania 19460-5659

2



Kathy Cooper

From: Daniel Safer <info@email.actionnetwork.org>
Thursday, August 02, 2018 3:20 PM

Subject: I Support the New Overtime Regulation.
AUG — 2 2018

lndepen Regulatoc-y
Review Commission

George Bedwick,

Dear Chairman George Bedwick:

I am writing to support the Department of Labor and Industry’s new

regulation ‘Amendments to 34 Pa. Code Chapter 231 regarding Overtime

Pay” [Minimum Wage #1 2-1 06 (IRRC# 3202j1. Governor Waifs proposed

change regarding the Executive, Administrative, and Professional (EAP)

salaried worker exemptions is a crucial step toward preventing worker

misclassification on the job and the exploitation of labor.

In Pennsylvania, there are an estimated 465.000 workers who currently fall

into the EAP exemption but would not be exempt under the proposed

regulation. The current federal level for workers included in the Fair Labor

Standards Act is $23,660, however, the state level can be as low as

$8,600; the new regulation raises the threshold to $48,000.

In 1975, more than 60% of salaried workers nationwide were protected by

overtime laws, but today it’s only 8%. This regulation is crucial for working

men and women because of the continuous increases to the costs of living

and housing after 40 years since the last regulation.

When President Trump rejected the U.S. Department of Labor’s new

overtime protections American workers lost over $1 billion in their yearly

salary. We must act at the state and local levels to take on the

responsibility when workers are abandoned at the federal level. Workers

should be compensated for every hour they work, regardless of their

classification.

Sincerely,

1



Daniel Safer

saferdan(Thhotmail.com

3305 Hamilton Street

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104

2



Kathy Cooper

From: Christopher Bangs <info@email.actionnetwork.org>
Sent Thursday, August 02, 2018 3:20 PM
To: IRRC
Subject: I Support the New Overtime Regulation.

AUG —2 2Q18

Independent Regulatory
Review Commission

George Bedwick,

Dear Chairman George Bedwick:

I am writing to support the Department of Labor and Industry’s new

regulation “Amendments to 34 Pa. Code Chapter 231 regarding Overtime

Pay [Minimum Wage #12-106 (IRRC# 3202)]. Governor Wolf s proposed

change regarding the Executive, Administrative, and Professional (EAP)

salaried worker exemptions is a crucial step toward preventing worker

misclassification on the job and the exploitation of labor.

In Pennsylvania, there are an estimated 465000 workers who currently fall

into the EAP exemption but would not be exempt under the proposed

regulation. The current federal level for workers included in the Fair Labor

Standards Act is $23,660, however, the state level can be as low as

$8,600; the new regulation raises the threshold to $48,000.

In 1975, more than 60% of salaried workers nationwide were protected by

overtime laws, but today its only 8%. This regulation is crucial for working

men and women because of the continuous increases to the costs of living

and housing after 40 years since the last regulation.

When President Trump rejected the U.S. Department of Labor’s new

overtime protections American workers lost over $1 billion in their yearly

salary. We must act at the state and local levels to take on the

responsibility when workers are abandoned at the federal level. Workers

should be compensated for every hour they work, regardless of their

classification.

Sincerely,

1



Christopher Bangs

bangs.christophergmailcom

4513 Peacock Ave

Alexandria, Virginia 22304

2



3)0)-
Kathy Cooper

From: g&zonret>

To: IRRC
Subject I Support the New Overtime Regulation. AUG —2 20)8

Independent RequIato,
Review Commission

George Bedwick,

Dear Chairman George Bedwick:

I am writing to support the Department of Labor and Industry’s new

regulation Amendments to 34 Pa. Code Chapter 231 regarding Overtime

Pay’ [Minimum Wage #12-106 (IRRC# 3202)]. Governor Wolf s proposed

change regarding the Executive, Administrative, and Professional (EAP)

salaried worker exemptions is a crucial step toward preventing worker

misclassification on the job and the exploitation of labor.

In Pennsylvania, there are an estimated 465,000 workers who currently fall

into the EAP exemption but would not be exempt under the proposed

regulation. The current federal level for workers included in the Fair Labor

Standards Act is $23,660, however, the state level can be as low as

$8,600; the new regulation raises the threshold to $48,000.

In 1975, more than 60% of salaried workers nationwide were protected by

overtime laws, but today it’s only 8%. This regulation is crucial for working

men and women because of the continuous increases to the costs of living

and housing after 40 years since the last regulation.

When President Trump rejected the U.S. Department of Labor’s new

overtime protections American workers lost over $1 billion in their yearly

salary. We must act at the state and local levels to take on the

responsibility when workers are abandoned at the federal level. Workers

should be compensated for every hour they work, regardless of their

classification.

Sincerely,

1



Dianne lnghram

diannemarci (Everizon.net

509 Morrow Ave

Carnegie, Pennsylvania 15106

2



Kathy Cooper

From: Marl Mcshane <mcshane@stat.cmu.edu>

:h1t
Thursday, August 02, 2018 3:19 PM

Subject: I Support the New Overtime Regulation. AUG
— 2 2018

George Bedwick,

Dear Chairman George Bedwick:

I am writing to support the Department of Labor and Industrys new

regulation “Amendments to 34 Pa. Code Chapter 231 regarding Overtime

Pay [Minimum Wage #12-106 (IRRC# 3202)]. Govemor WoWs proposed

change regarding the Executive, Administrative, and Professional (EAP)

salaried worker exemptions is a crucial step toward preventing worker

misclassification on the job and the exploitation of labor.

In Pennsylvania, there are an estimated 465.000 workers who currently fall

into the EAP exemption but would not be exempt under the proposed

regulation. The current federal level for workers included in the Fair Labor

Standards Act is $23,660, however, the state level can be as low as

$8,600; the new regulation raises the threshold to $48,000.

In 1975, more than 60% of salaried workers nationwide were protected by

overtime laws, but today it’s only B%. This regulation is crucial for working

men and women because of the continuous increases to the costs of living

and housing after 40 years since the last regulation.

When President Trump rejected the U.S. Department of Labor’s new

overtime protections American workers lost over $1 billion in their yearly

salary, We must act at the state and local levels to take on the

responsibility when workers are abandoned at the federal level. Workers

should be compensated for every hour they work, regardless of their

classification.

Sincerely,

1



Marl McShane

mcshane(dstat.cmu.edu

333 Lucille St

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15218

2



Kathy Cooper

From: Edmund Skowronski <info@email.actionnetwork.org>
Sent Thursday, August 02, 2018 3:19 PM

Subject: Isupport the New Overtime Regulation.

AUG —2 2018

Independent Reguiatory
George Bedwick, Review Commission

Dear Chairman George Bedwick:

am writing to support the Department of Labor and Industry’s new

regulation Amendments to 34 Pa. Code Chapter 231 regarding Overtime

Pay” [Minimum Wage #12-106 (IRRC# 3202)]. Governor Wolf’s proposed

change regarding the Executive, Administrative, and Professional (EAP)

salaried worker exemptions is a crucial step toward preventing worker

misclassification on the job and the exploitation of labor.

In Pennsylvania, there are an estimated 465.000 workers who currently fall

into the EAP exemption but would not be exempt under the proposed

regulation. The current federal level for workers included in the Fair Labor

Standards Act is $23,660, however, the state level can be as low as

$8,600; the new regulation raises the threshold to $48,000.

In 1975, more than 60% of salaried workers nationwide were protected by

overtime laws, but today it’s only 8%. This regulation is crucial for working

men and women because of the continuous increases to the costs of living

and housing after 40 years since the last regulation.

When President Trump rejected the U.S. Department of Labor’s new

overtime protections American workers lost over $1 billion in their yearly

salary. We must act at the state and local levels to take on the

responsibility when workers are abandoned at the federal level. Workers

should be compensated for every hour they work, regardless of their

classification.

Sincerely,

1



Edmund Skowronski

edronskigmaiI.com

1111 Heritage Blvd

Stroudsburg, Pennsylvania 18360

2



Kathy Cooper

From: Bob Garzone <info@email.actionnetwork.org>
Sent Thursday, August 02, 2018 3:19 PM

e[F.n r //E1To: IRRC ‘a
Subject: I Support the New Overtime Regulation.

AUG — 2 2018

Independent Regulatory
Review Commission

George Bedwick.

Dear Chairman George Bedwick:

I am writing to support the Department of Labor and Industry’s new

regulation “Amendments to 34 Pa. Code Chapter 231 regarding Overtime

Pay” [Minimum Wage #12-106 (IRRC# 3202)]. Governor Wolf S proposed

change regarding the Executive, Administrative, and Professional (EAP)

salaried worker exemptions is a crucial step toward preventing worker

misclassification on the job and the exploitation of labor.

In Pennsylvania, there are an estimated 465,000 workers who currently fall

into the EAP exemption but would not be exempt under the proposed

regulation. The current federal level for workers included in the Fair Labor

Standards Act is $23,660, however, the state level can be as low as

$8,600; the new regulation raises the threshold to $48,000.

In 1975, more than 6O% of salaried workers nationwide were protected by

overtime laws, but today it’s only 8%. This regulation is crucial for working

men and women because of the continuous increases to the costs of living

and housing after 40 years since the last regulation.

When President Trump rejected the U.S. Department of Labor’s new

overtime protections American workers lost over $1 billion in their yearly

salary. We must act at the state and local levels to take on the

responsibility when workers are abandoned at the federal level. Workers

should be compensated for every hour they work, regardless of their

classification.

Sincerely,

I



Bob Garzone

garzonebob(pmail.com

191 Inland Road

Ivyland, Pennsylvania 18974

2



Kathy Cooper

Subject I Support the New Overtime Regulation. AUG — 2 20J8

George Bedwick,

Dear Chairman George Bedwick:

I am writing to support the Department of Labor and Industry’s new

regulation “Amendments to 34 Pa. Code Chapter 231 regarding Overtime

Pay” [Minimum Wage #12-106 (IRRC# 3202)]. Governor Wolf s proposed

change regarding the Executive, Administrative, and Professional (EAP)

salaried worker exemptions is a crucial step toward preventing worker

misclassification on the job and the exploitation of labor.

In Pennsylvania, there are an estimated 465,000 workers who currently fall

into the EAP exemption but would not be exempt under the proposed

regulation. The current federal level for workers included in the Fair Labor

Standards Act is $23,660. however, the state level can be as low as

$8,600; the new regulation raises the threshold to $48,000.

In 1975, more than 60% of salaried workers nationwide were protected by

overtime laws, but today it’s only 8%. This regulation is crucial for working

men and women because of the continuous increases to the costs of living

and housing after 40 years since the last regulation.

When President Trump rejected the U.S. Department of Labor’s new

overtime protections American workers lost over $1 billion in their yearly

salary. We must act at the state and local levels to take on the

responsibility when workers are abandoned at the federal level. Workers

should be compensated for every hour they work, regardless of their

classification.

Sincerely,

1



Man McShane

mcshanestat.cmu.edu

333 Lucilla St

Pthsburgh, Pennsyivana 15218

2



Kathy Cooper

From: Thomas Bigley <tomb@uanet.org>
Sent: Thursday, August 02, 2018 3:19 PM
To: IRRC
Subject: t Support the New Overtime Regulation.

AUG —22018

Independent .qequlatory
Rr.view CommissionGeorge Bedwick,

Dear Chairman George Bedwick:

am writing to support the Department of Labor and Industry’s new

regulation ‘Amendments to 34 Pa. Code Chapter 231 regarding Overtime

Pay’ [Minimum Wage #12-106 (IRRC# 3202)]. Governor Wolf s proposed

change regarding the Executive, Administrative, and Professional (EAP)

salaried worker exemptions is a crucial step toward preventing worker

misclassification on the job and the exploitation of labor.

In Pennsylvania, there are an estimated 465000 workers who currently fall

into the EAP exemption but would not be exempt under the proposed

regulation. The current federal level for workers included in the Fair Labor

Standards Act is $23,660, however, the state level can be as low as

$8,600; the new regulation raises the threshold to $48,000.

In 1975, more than 60% of salaried workers nationwide were protected by

overtime laws, but today it’s only 8°k. This regulation is crucial for working

men and women because of the continuous increases to the costs of living

and housing after 40 years since the last regulation.

When President Trump rejected the U.S. Department of Labor’s new

overtime protections American workers lost over $1 billion in their yearly

salary. We must act at the state and local levels to take on the

responsibility when workers are abandoned at the federal level. Workers

should be compensated for every hour they work, regardless of their

classification.

Sincerely,

1



Tom Bigley

Thomas Bigley

tombuanet.org

3483 Brickley Dr.

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15227

2



Kathy Cooper

From: Jack Barrett <jackbl@ptd.net>

tilt Thursday, August 02, 2018 3:19 PM

Subject: I Support the New Overtime Regulation.

Inde

George Bedwick,

Dear Chairman George Bedwick:

I am writing to support the Department of Labor and Industry’s new

regulation ‘Amendments to 34 Pa. Code Chapter 231 regarding Overtime

Pay’ [Minimum Wage #12-106 (IRRC# 3202)]. Governor Wolf s proposed

change regarding the Executive, Administrative, and Professional (EAP)

salaried worker exemptions is a crucial step toward preventing worker

misclassification on the job and the exploitation of labor.

In Pennsylvania, there are an estimated 465,000 workers who currently fall

into the EAP exemption but would not be exempt under the proposed

regulation. The current federal level for workers included in the Fair Labor

Standards Act is $23,660, however, the state level can be as low as

$8,600; the new regulation raises the threshold to $48,000.

In 1975, more than 60% of salaried workers nationwide were protected by

overtime laws, but today ifs only 8%. This regulation is crucial for working

men and women because of the continuous increases to the costs of living

and housing after 40 years since the last regulation.

When President Trump rejected the U.S. Department of Labor’s new

overtime protections American workers lost over $1 billion in their yearly

salary. We must act at the state and local levels to take on the

responsibility when workers are abandoned at the federal level. Workers

should be compensated for every hour they work, regardless of their

classification.

Sincerely,

1



Jack Barrett

jackbl (ptd.net

166 AMOS CIR

BUSHKILLJ Pennsylvania 18324

2



Kathy Cooper

From: Jarrett Cloud <info@email.actionnetwork.org>
Thursday, August 02, 2018 3:18 PM

Subject I Support the New Overtime Regulation.

AUG —2 2018

Independent Regu)atow
Review Commission

George Bedwick.

Dear Chairman George Bedwick:

I am writing to support the Department of Labor and Industry’s new

regulation “Amendments to 34 Pa. Code Chapter 231 regarding Overtime

Pay’ [Minimum Wage #12-106 (IRRC# 3202)]. Governor Wolf’s proposed

change regarding the Executive, Administrative, and Professional (EAP)

salaried worker exemptions is a crucial step toward preventing worker

misclassification on the job and the exploitation of labor.

In Pennsylvania, there are an estimated 465,000 workers who currently fall

into the EAP exemption but would not be exempt under the proposed

regulation. The current federal level for workers included in the Fair Labor

Standards Act is $23,660, however, the state level can be as low as

$8,600; the new regulation raises the threshold to $48,000.

In 1975, more than 60% of salaried workers nationwide were protected by

overtime laws, but today it’s only 8%. This regulation is crucial for working

men and women because of the continuous increases to the costs of living

and housing after 40 years since the last regulation.

When President Trump rejected the U.S. Department of Labor’s new

overtime protections American workers lost over $1 billion in their yearly

salary. We must act at the state and local levels to take on the

responsibility when workers are abandoned at the federal level. Workers

should be compensated for every hour they work, regardless of their

classification.

Sincerely,

1



Jarrett Cloud

jadacloud9pmail.com

260 Tabor Road, Apt. 409

Morris Plains, New Jersey 07950

2


